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Executive summary
The shock of 24 June may have dissipated but the
uncertainty hasn’t. The calming effect of the swift
replacement of the PM, and the re-arrangement of the
cabinet, has been replaced by anxiety over the type of
Brexit the UK will end up with, how long it will take to get
there and what it means for the UK service industry.

“The EU withdrawal will be one of the most
complicated negotiations in modern political
history”

The rhetoric of European and British leaders alike, is
perhaps more hard-line than the developing discussions
behind their respective closed doors, but it seems there
will be no meaningful negotiations taking place before
Article 50 is triggered and negotiations afterwards will
be difficult and take at least two years to conclude (at
which point the process of establishing our various new
trade agreements will begin in earnest).

this has played in the fragility of contractors’ balance
sheets is not to be underestimated. UK construction
is not in a financially healthy place and further
consolidation is a real possibility.

Iain Anderson, Executive Chairman Cicero

In recognition of the prevailing uncertainty, we are
maintaining a range of possible outcomes, albeit the
range has been narrowed from the one put forward in
our July Market Report.

This suggests that the fog will clear slowly, and a level
of uncertainty will remain for some time, perhaps
exacerbated by any unease caused by external events
such as the outcome of the US presidential election or
referenda on the continent (not to mention, closer to
home, the recent High Court ruling).

We believe that a recalibration of prices compared
to previous forecasts is a highly likely scenario. This
is not a full-scale tumbling of prices because of input
cost pressures and the relative caution on the supply
side. Our base case or prudent view is an inflationary
scenario for the next three years of 2% per annum.

This will no doubt promote continued nervousness
amongst certain investors; however, there are those with
a longer-term view who can see value in UK property,
who are willing to take advantage of the potential
softening of real estate prices, together with sterling’s
weakening — investment that could reap its rewards in
the more stable post-EU era.
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Of course, different clients will adopt different stances
according to their sectors, geographies, projects, and
risk positions, and the realisation of the opportunities
to avoid inflation or secure reduced prices will depend
on these factors.

Some also see it as a good time to buy construction, as
a combination of Brexit-induced doubts and welcome
market corrections prompt a ‘sharpening of pencils’
through supply chains. How far margins can be shaved
(and cost efficiencies found), and to what extent they
offset, or reverse, upward movements in materials and
labour input costs, is a moot point. The lasting effects of
supply chain behaviour, post-financial crisis and the part

The confirmation of high profile projects will also go
some way to supporting market confidence as well as
providing evidence of hardening pipelines. Thus, the
recent news about 22 Bishopsgate is a welcome fillip
for the property market, and it will be interesting to see
which others follow.

alinea Tender Price Indices compounded

alinea TPI

Consultants offer a variety of responses when asked how
busy they are, but it does seem that there are a number
of enquiries being put out, albeit some of these are of a
different nature compared to earlier in the year.
We will be keeping close to the market and reporting
again early in the new year.
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Opportunity to avoid inflation / reduce prices, for the right projects
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Market view
“We have called the UK consumer a hardy beast
in the past and in Q3 the beast was back [driven
by the services sector]......the beast will tire as
inflation fires arrows at its increasingly weakening
hide.”

Markets reacted violently to the shock of the referendum
result and the rhetoric of ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ Brexits has
not helped to calm them. Political uncertainty breeds
economic uncertainty and investor nervousness.

This uncertainty will last for a while yet, with the UK’s exit
Jeremy Cook, Chief Economist, World First
from the EU a minimum of two years away from March
2017 (assuming Article 50 is still triggered then), at
The UK property market
which point there will still be a plethora of trade deals to
Investment volumes in the second and third quarters
reinstate. It feels like we are ‘in between days’.
of the year were down as investors were shaken by the
A new value for sterling
referendum.
Sterling has become fickle, reacting quickly (sometimes
CBRE reported that following the referendum, yields
sharply) to positive or negative news. Our separate
of commercial property in London fell 0.2%. Colliers
paper outlines how the pound has fallen markedly and
expects “moderate downward pressure on average rents
the additional costs and risks this has brought to some
going into 2017” so the affordability of schemes may
construction projects. Yet it also creates opportunity for
questioned.
those who are able to trade against it, or those who wish
Immediately following the referendum result, some
to purchase UK assets.
private sector developers paused for breath to take
The UK economy
stock of what was happening. Some of these have now
returned to the market, a recent, high-profile example
Overall, the economy has shown some resilience. In
being 22 Bishopsgate, which has been given the green
September, the volume of retail sales increased 4.1%
light to proceed following a period of review. Some
and the value of those sales grew 2.9% on the previous
developments (particularly residential ones) have
year, showing that consumer confidence is still high.
become more attractive as foreign money stretches a
However, the pound’s fall is gradually filtering into
little further. Furthermore, the government is intent on
consumer products and pushing CPI upwards. Core
bolstering infrastructure spending (and has finally made
inflation (excluding the more volatile elements such as
a decision on Heathrow)with some evidence of labour
energy) has increased to 1.9% (overall this is 1%) and CPI
being moved from other sectors onto these projects.
is forecast to increase dramatically in 2017.
Commodity prices have helped to push CPI upwards.
Until recently, they have generally endured a sustained
period of price reductions but are now showing some
recovery in pricing. The Office for National Statistics
(ONS) has also recently reported that the deflationary
impacts from many core commodities have been
removed. In August, Moody’s injected some optimism
into the commodity market as they moved the outlook
from ‘negative’ to ‘stable’. This has been echoed by The
Bloomberg Commodities Index (which tracks 22 raw
materials). The index has been in decline for eight years:
from a peak of 234 in June 2008, it is currently 84 (after
reaching a low of 73 in January 2016).

Bloomberg Commodity Index
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Expectations for CPI

UK GDP is continuing to grow, but at a slower rate
than before the referendum. Whilst this is below the
previously forecast rate, it equals the post Global
Financial Crisis average for GDP growth. In Q3, GDP
growth was 0.5% however, the only sector to show
growth was services, whilst construction fell -1.4%. Many
economists expect the real test of GDP growth to come
at the beginning of 2017 as higher inflation comes into
effect.
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Impact on construction prices
Construction output: little data, diverse views

Construction Purchasing Managers’ Index

The Markit/CIPS UK Construction Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI) rose from an EU referendum induced slump
of 49.2 in August to 52.3 in September, beating forecasts
and rising above the 50 mark that divides growth from
contraction for the first time since May.
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This surprise growth was primarily driven by residential
and civil engineering activity, which will no doubt
be bolstered further by the announcement at the
Conservative party conference of a £5bn home-building
stimulus package, including £2bn of government
borrowing to help build 40,000 houses by 2020.
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controls (and the impact of currency movements) - is
impossible to know right now, but this must remain a risk
for the foreseeable future.

Data from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) paints
a very different picture, with construction output rising in
July by 0.5% but falling in August by 1.5%. The Builders’
Conference also presented pessimistic figures, with the
value of new construction orders dropping 18% in three
months, and 33% year-on-year.

Opportunities for price reductions
There are many components of the total price of a
construction project, and it is easy to forget the number
of contractual interfaces that exist through the supply
chain. At each level of the hierarchy, there are ‘interface
costs’ — risk, overhead and profit, management charges,
certain preliminaries and other, perhaps less explicit,
additions. The sum of these interfaces is a significant
driver of costs, and as we have said in our previous
Market Reports, the resultant ‘money-on-money’
compounding effect can be the principal reason for price
inflation in buoyant times — exacerbated by deficient
procurement practices or poorly performing design
teams (i.e. ‘market failure’).

The Construction Products Association had stated that
it would not be able to produce a reliable forecast until
next February, but out of the blue issued a statement on
31 October which showed mixed fortunes for differing
sectors, with infrastructure output growing 17% over the
next two years whilst office output falls nearly 13%. The
CPA expects total output over the next two years to
grow just 0.5%.
Input costs remain under pressure
The dramatic slide in sterling since Brexit has contributed
to a sharp acceleration in cost inflation on some projects,
and some domestic suppliers have acted quickly to pass
on the resultant higher imported raw material costs.

These can also be a source of price efficiencies in market
downturns, but the extent to which main contractors
and trade contractors are able to leverage these
opportunities is a moot point. These opportunities will
also be negated by any ‘market failure’, and will of course
depend on the starting point: for example, is it a historic
cost plan with in-built inflation allowances or a welltendered price?

The producer price index for many core construction
materials had previously been showing prices to
be sliding, but now shows steep price increases.
Unsustainable margins and stable demand in Europe
(as well as anti-dumping regulations) have helped push
prices back up.

Fabricated structural steel and rebar index
(2010 = 100)

Labour is a difficult element to predict. There have been
a number of national wage agreements put in place over
the last few months, for example, unionised steel worker
labour is set to increase by nearly 10% between 2015
and 2018. These will be factored into trade prices going
forward. To counteract this, trade contractors will be
looking to squeeze out inefficiencies wherever possible,
to make them more competitive in an uncertain world.
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The extent to which the labour market will be affected, if
at all, by Brexit - through sentiment or future immigration
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Impact on construction prices (con’t)
Market sentiment

uncertainty is not helped by a lack of useful data, which
is undoubtedly why forecasts of tender price inflation /
deflation vary dramatically. The BCIS, as an example, has
forecast a range for new work output of +5% to -20% for
the next few years.

At present main contractor margins appear to be holding
up, but there is evidence of a view being taken for
the right project, one capable of offering longer term
certainty of order books. However, lessons have been
learned from the financial crisis and contractors are
unlikely to buy work down to the levels seen in the last
recession. Construction firms are more conscious than
ever of the dangers of insolvency from a troubled cash
flow.

Given all this, we are currently maintaining a range of
possible scenarios, albeit that range has narrowed from
the forecast put forward in our July paper. Where, with
our help, a client decides to pitch its inflation allowance
will very much depend on the project — its sector and
characteristics — together with the client’s risk stance.

This is one of the reasons why we do not think we will
see the kind of price reductions that came relatively
quickly after the 2008 global financial crash. The fragility
of the industry has been demonstrated over the last
year or so by some high-profile company failures, and is
further highlighted by the Construction News review of
contractor margins (in August 2016).

A prudent base position would be to allow for positive
tender price inflation of 2% per annum over the next
three years, which reflects ongoing input cost inflation
combined with a more optimistic market outlook.
Against this ‘base’, there will be opportunities to achieve
lesser inflation, or deflation on the right projects with
the right characteristics. The market sector, and appetite
of the supply chain, will go a long way to determining
where in our range actual tender price inflation falls.

Contractors and trade contractors are busy building out
the ‘wave’ of projects from the last cycle with a number
possessing healthy order books for 2017, and thus
having a focus on work for 2018 and beyond. As work
progresses, early project trades have begun chasing
enquiries and there are competitive prices to be secured
on demolitions and groundworks packages. It would also
seem that fixed prices are now achievable from trades
previously unwilling to submit them.

Currency movements have been historically wrapped
up within tender price inflation analysis, but looking
forwards our forecast will not reflect projects where a
significant currency risk exists, or significant movements
in currency that are dictated by unprecedented
economic or where political events, or shifts in
government macroeconomic policy, dictate significant
movements in currency exchange rates

Perhaps more than anything, the speed with which
pipelines harden and contractors convert bids to secured
projects will determine attitudes to margins, risk,
preliminaries and cost efficiencies. Unfortunately this is
the most difficult aspect to predict, given the context of
uncertainty.
Our view of tender prices
How the market will react in the short to medium term
is open to debate. Inflation forecasting over the next
couple of years will require more sophisticated scenario
based modelling and close monitoring.
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The opportunities for price reductions, particularly
through easing workloads and (sensible) margin
compression — and the reduction of ‘money-on-money’
additions — are counteracted by inflationary pressures
from materials and labour.
Which of these influences, positive or negative, prevails
is very difficult to predict. The political and economic
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Author contacts
A culture of constant learning

Rachel Coleman
Senior Research Analyst

Applying learning from both live projects and research
studies, and feeding them into each other, is how we
rachel.coleman@alineaconsulting.com
try to ensure that our clients and their teams get the
best possible advice from us. This is why we have been
committed to research from the day we launched.
Steve Watts
Partner

Whilst data and information are the lifeblood of our
business, we understand that they alone do not represent
knowledge – which requires analysis, insight and
questioning.

steve.watts@alineaconsulting.com
Mark Lacey

For these reasons we involve everyone at alinea, and we
share our desire to innovate across borders: of discipline,
geography and perspective. That way, we can learn from
each other.

Partner
mark.lacey@alineaconsulting.com
Martin Jones
Senior Project Surveyor
martin.jones@alineacosulting.com
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